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How does inclusive agribusiness benefit
companies and farmers?
Agribusiness companies are using diverse inclusive business strategies to productively engage
smallholder farmers at various stages in the value chain, as summarised below. The aim is to deliver
long term return for the company – often by improving quality, traceability, volume and reliability of
supply – while also benefiting farmers. The farmer gain may not be simply via improved price,
but may be realised through changes in yield, security, market access or farm planning.
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•	Facilitate access to seeds, input supplies
and other production needs and
extension services
•	Provide support services to smallholders
such as formalisation, access to
information and financing
•	Provide advanced written commitments
to purchase crops
•	Use company leverage to bring in other
service providers

• 	Working at the production level helps
guarantee the volume and quality of
produce available to the buyer, increasing
the potential for higher profit margins
and reducing risk
•	Working directly with smallholders
allows the purchasing company to exert
a degree of control over production.
Produce is more likely to match the
specifications of the company allowing
them to deliver a higher quality product
that meets the market demands

•	Access to inputs is essential for
increasing yield
•	Access to support services improves
the long term competiveness of the
smallholder
•	Meeting quality specifications opens up
new markets for higher margin produce
•	Purchase agreements improve resource
planning and may enable farmer to
access credit
•	Improved opportunities for value addition
activities

•	Make the purchasing system transparent
and clear
•	Ensure premium prices for premium
produce
•	Improve trading services &
infrastructure: fair scales, transport,
finance and information
• Formalise the trading system

•	Building trust and transparency will
reduce side selling and develop supplier
loyalty
•	More efficient trading lowers transaction
costs and reduces wastage
•	Improved flow of services helps deliver
better quality produce

•	A formal trading system gives equity to
producer-trader relationships, improving
producer bargaining power and helping
to ensure fair prices for produce by
minimising corruption
•	Improved trading and information
services increase the marketability and
value of smallholder’s produce

•	Integrate smallholders, either fully or
partially, at the processing stage of the
value chain

•	Integrating smallholders in processing
activities or aligning strategies with
production characteristics can be a
cost-effective approach to improving the
quality of the final product

•	Selling processed products gives greater
economic returns to the smallholder
•	Processing activities improve the
smallholder’s skill base, and can remove
market dependence

•	Work closely with smallholders to target
niche markets such as Fair Trade
•	Exploit potential sales to local base of
pyramid (BOP) market

•	Selling to a niche market can improve
exporter profits and boost brand image
•	BOP offers new market possibilities that
can improve sales volumes

•	Smallholders receive a ‘premium’ that
can boost both economic and social
wellbeing
•	BOP marketing can extend product range
and add value

A potential benefit to farmers is not the same as an actual benefit. Reality for marginal farmers is more complex.
For example, higher quality or ‘certified’ crops may not improve farmer income if: 1) their lower-grade output can no longer
be sold; 2) the cost of certification is too high; or 3) the market for higher value crops slumps. Likewise, access to agri inputs
(e.g. seeds, fertilizer) or credit may put the farmer in debt if their crops fail. If farmer benefit is one business objective, assess
the detail rather than assume the gain.

Inclusive Business Spotlights shed
light on specific topics concerned
with the development of inclusive
business. They are generated from
the project and advisory work of
the Business Innovation Facility.

Portfolio

The Business Innovation Facility has a range of projects in the food and
agriculture sectors which engage farmers. Some projects are focused on
sourcing specific crops from farmers, or helping them to supply their produce
into higher value markets. Others involve selling services to farmers to boost
their production, including weather forecasts and agronomic advice. A third
group are focused on the processing and retail of products originating with
producers down the value chain.
More information on these projects and the agribusiness projects of a similar
programme, Innovations Against Poverty, can be found on the Practitioner
Hub on inclusive business.
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Bangladesh
Agora stores: Agora
is an expanding chain
in Bangladesh, run
by Rahimafrooz Supersto of retail outlets
expands, the compan
res Ltd. As it
y aims to build the
capacity of small
and medium fresh
produce suppliers
to develop robust
supply chains. Many
of
some of Bangladesh’s these suppliers procure produce from
poorest districts.
The Environmental
Research and Analyti
(ERAS): This project
cal Service
aims to increase the
testing at the village
incidence of soil
level, by creating
viable private sector
supply chains that
give smallholders
access to affordab
and effective soil
le
testing services. Soil
testing is an essentia
tool for smallholder
l
farmers to increase
their harvests and
produce higher quality
crops.
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India
MCX: MCX’s Gramin
Suvidha Kendra (GSK)
the postal network
to reach out to farmers Initiative uses
them with expert
and provide
advice on agricultu
ral inputs, farming
problems, warehou
sing and financin
g information for
their produce, as
traded on MCX.
mKRISHI: The mKRISHI
initiative of Tata Consulta
offers personalised
ncy Services
services in local language
their mobile phones.
to farmers on
Farmers in remote
areas will
connect to their traders,
access quality agricultu be able to
advice on farming
practices and get informat ral inputs, find
prices, weather and
ion on market
other essentials for
improving yields.
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Ghana
Global Sourcing
and Supply (GSS):
GSS aims to
bring local farming
communities into
the profit streams
generated by oil
and mining activities
in Ghana through
the supply food to
the employees. GSS
local capacity and
plans to build
source this food from
farmers living near
low-income
mines and drilling
areas.
Ignitia: Ignitia is a
business venture to
distribute daily
weather forecasts
and early warning
information to
90,000 smallholder
farmers. Farmers
pay
to receive a daily
a small price
text message with
a weather forecast
tailored to his or her
specific location. This
can help them to
information
be more agricultu
rally productive,
more food secure
and better able to
plan for disaster risk
reduction when hit
by natural hazards.

India, Sri Lanka, Indone

sia

Lotus Foods: This
initiative is focused
on the distribution
and sale of organic,
fair trade heirloom
rice. It aims to
establish new value
chains based on the
System of Rice
Intensification (SRI)
cultivation methods
, which involves a
set of practices for
managing plants, water
is accessible to even
and soil that
the
allowing them to achievemost resource-limited farmers,
seed and no agrochem higher yields with less water, less
icals.

Snapshots provide
real-time
information on the
project
for the Business Innovati portfolio
on Facility
and Innovations Against
Poverty.

For further information and more resources on inclusive
business visit the: www.inclusivebusinesshub.org
The Business Innovation Facility (BIF) pilot project was funded by the UK Department for International Development (DFID), managed for DFID by PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP in alliance with the International Business Leaders Forum and Accenture Development Partnerships, and in collaboration with Imani Development, Intellecap,
Renaissance Consultants Ltd, The Convention on Business Integrity and Challenges Worldwide. The views presented in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily represent the views of BIF, its managers, funders or project partners and does not constitute professional advice. BIF pilot ran from 2010-2013. Information on
the next phase of BIF, since 2014, can be found at www.bifprogramme.org
We welcome feedback on our publications – please contact us at enquiries@inclusivebusinesshub.org

